Transseptal approach is preferred for transcatheter mitral valve-in-valve procedures
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The use of bioprosthetic valves for mitral valve (MV) replacement (MVR) has increased from less than 20% to greater than 75% of cases over the last twenty-five years (1,2). It is unsurprising that bioprosthetic MV degeneration requiring re-intervention is becoming more commonplace. Given that re-operative MV surgery carries a significant 10–15% risk of peri-operative mortality as ascertained by the Society of Thoracic Surgeons’ (STS) database (3), transcatheter MVR via a valve-in-valve (MViV) technique has been investigated as an alternative approach for high- and extreme-risk patients with degenerated mitral bioprostheses. Early experience with MViV focused on the transapical (TA) approach (4). Although the TA approach was initially favored because it is less technically challenging (5), MViV has become increasingly performed via a transseptal (TS) approach.

The most comprehensive outcome data regarding MViV procedures comes from three registries: the Valve-in-Valve International Data (VIVID) registry (5), the transcatheter mitral valve replacement (TMVR) registry (6), and the STS/American College of Cardiology (ACC) Transcatheter Valve Therapies (TVT) registry (7), all of which have published recent updates on their experiences with MViV. In all three registries, technical success for MViV exceeded 90% with both TA and TS approaches. No differences for in-hospital mortality were identified when comparing approach techniques in any of these analyses, though the TVT registry report identified a trend towards lower in-hospital mortality with TS, as compared to the TA approach (P=0.06). Regarding peri-procedural morbidity, there were no differences identified in the VIVID registry (6). The TMVR registry showed higher rates of atrial septal defect closure and lower rates of life-threatening or fatal bleeding events after TS access (7). The TVT registry analysis demonstrated shorter lengths of stay and increased rates of discharge to home among patients undergoing TS as compared to TA MViV, despite no statistically significant differences in rates of complications including stroke, re-intervention, need for new permanent pacemaker, or bleeding (8).

The TS approach is substantially less invasive than the TA approach. Therefore, TS MViV is expected to decrease peri-procedural risk for patients, especially because cardiac teams are achieving equivalent technical success despite the increased procedural complexity of this technique. Why then does the most comprehensive available data provide no evidence of superior in-hospital survival after TS MViV and only very limited evidence regarding reduced morbidity associated with this technique? First, it is essential to recognize that these registries include a limited number of cases for evaluation (VIVID N=857; TMVR N=322; and TVT N=1,529). Secondly, the VIVID and TMVR registry reports include cases performed over a substantial time frame (VIVID 2006–2020; and TMVR 2009–2018) that likely captured the early experience and learning curve for the TS approach, which may have exceeded that of the TA approach due to prior experience with TA TAVR. The TVT report, in which trends favoring TS access began to emerge, comprises of data from 2015 to 2019, when the TS learning curve had likely been overcome by most participating centers. Therefore, the absence of data demonstrating a reasonably expected
advantage peri-procedural outcomes with respect to the TS approach might be explained by a lack of statistical power to demonstrate differences, a learning curve during the early experience of TS MVViV belying superior outcomes, or a combination of these factors.

Most importantly, while each of these registries document only a 30–40% utilization of the TS approach, this data ultimately reflects the evident bias towards the TA approach early in the development of MVViV (6-8). Both the VIVID (6) and TVT (8) registry MVViV reports, as well as a global update on all transcatheter MV therapies from the TVT registry (9), demonstrate significant trends regarding the adoption of the TS approach for MVViV, increasing from <16% during 2006–2013 to >80% during 2018–2020. Even accounting for the dearth of peer-reviewed evidence regarding peri-procedural differences among MVViV approaches, this trend unequivocally demonstrates which access is preferred by structural cardiac teams internationally. Paralleling this shift, operative mortality during MVViV as reported by the TVT registry, declined from 11.1% in 2014 to 6.2% in 2019 (9). Though no comparison between operative mortality after TA versus TS MVViV was performed alongside these data outcomes, clinical practice is clearly demonstrating what the peer-reviewed literature has yet to recognize.

A substantial gap in the current literature is the limited comparative data available on long-term outcomes after MVViV. For the first time, the TVT registry has recently demonstrated superior one-year survival after TS versus TA access for MVViV (8). Although outcome data beyond the first year is still necessary, there can be no long-term follow-up without first achieving short-term success. The evidence we do have suggests that there are, at minimum, no differences in peri-procedural outcomes for the TA and TS approaches—and a tie goes to the less invasive approach. Trends are emerging in the most recent data that favor TS access, and as we have outlined, we suspect that as additional experience and evidence accumulates, the advantages of TS access will become readily apparent. Until then, MV cardiac teams with limited TS experience should pursue additional training and proctoring for this technique, and all structural cardiac proceduralists should continue to work to improve outcomes of MVViV by all approaches.
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